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In view of the case thus taken, I am of the opinion that the bill should
be dismissed.

WHITAKER CEMENT CO. et a1. v. HUNTINGTON DRY PULVERIZER
CO. et al.

(CircuIt Court of Appeals, ThIrd CIrcuit. July 6, 1899.)

P.A.TENTS--INFRINGEMENT-CRUSHING MILLS.
,An essential feature of the machIne covered by the Huntington patent,
No. 277,134, for a crushing mlll having the rollers suspended from above,
Is that the suspending mechanism shall' be constructed and arranged so
that the rollers may swing radially, and In operation be thrown outward
against the Interior surface of the die by centrifugal acti(lD; and the pat·
ent Is not Infringed by a mill having, a !lingle roller suspended over the
center of the pan by a shaft depending from a unIversal joint, and posl·
tively rotated by the drIVing pulley, and which Is not thrown outward by
centrifugal force, but would remain In Its position In the center If It were
not drawn outward by the workman.

Appeal from the Circuit ,Court of the United States for the Dis·
trict of New: Jersey.
Frederick P. Fish and Edmund Wetmore, for appellants.
Frederick S. Duncan and Frederic H. Betts, for appellE'es.
Before ACHESON and DALLAS, Circuit Judges, and

TON, District Judge. '

DALLAS,Circllit Judge. This is an from a decree Of the
circuit the United States for the district of New Jersey,
by wpich it ',Vl'lsadjudged that the defendants below, by purchasing
and using certain pulverizing mills, known as the "Grif·
fin Mills," had infringed the first claim of letters patent No. 277,134,
to Frank A.Huntington, for a crushing mill, which claim is as fol·
lows:, ,," " ' I'
"(1) The pan, A. :llavlnl; the Inte,lor vertl,cal circular die" F, It! combination

with the G; shafts, I, and means tor suspending said shafts from above
110 that said roUers may rotate against the die by centrifugal force, substan-
tially as ,

We entettEtin ilOdoubtof the validity of this patent, or ()f the meri·
torious charactE!fof the invention to which it relates. ' The only
question is, does the Grittin mill conflict with it? And the solution
of this question depends, upOn the scope which should l>e accorded
to the claim; with referenee especially to the phrase, "means for sus-
pending said shafts fromabove so thllt said rollers may rotate against
the die by centrifugal force, substantially as herein' described." The

ascribed to this language by the appellees is that it covers and
includes "every construction of centrifugal crushing mills, in which

.suspension of the rollers by means of shafts from above is com·
bined with the simultaneous rotation of the rollers around the inner
periphery of the die, and with rotation on their axis, and with ilreS-
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sure of the roller against the die during,this operation ,of ceutrifugal
force." In other words, they contend that "the claim is, not limited
to any particular means of suspending the roll, or of producing the
other necessary actions of the roll,although in the prior part of the
patent and in the drawings only one means (}f accomplishing tbese
results is shown and described." We cannot adopt this view. We
are riot disposed to constrlie this patent any more narrowly than
its terms and the prior state of the 'art require; but in view of
what had ,been previously done, and what Huntington himself de-
clared to be a full, clear, and exact description' of his invention, we .
find it impossible to accept the opinion of the appellee's expert that
the monopoly secured to the patentee is inclusive of any and every

by means of a shaft of the roll ,clear of the bottom of the
pan, combined with any construction which will enable the roll to
travel around the die, and to be pressed against the same by centrifu-
gal force when the machine is in operation,the roll at the same time

on its own, Centrifugal force' was not discovered by
Huntington, and was as exempt from exclusive appropriation as is
electrical force or the force of gravity. Nor was he the first to em-
ploy it in this, particular art. Its prior utilization in crushing mills
is clearly disclosed by this record. It is shown in the patent to
William E. Harris for an ore-grinding mill, and also in the patent
to Charles Lucop for an improvement in machinery tor grinding and
pulverizing grain, ores, etc., where the claim was, in substance, for
a machine with the central shaft, arms, and balls or rollers, carried
by slots in the side arms, to permit a free centrifugal action of the
balls or rollers. But the pre-existing centrifugal crushing mills were
not satisfactory, and this was chietlY due to fact that the cen-
trifugal force, as they applied it, was to a considerable degree neu-
tralized by the fricti0D: of the rollers against thebottom of'the pan,
which also caused the rollers to wear out. This was the main defect
in the old constructions, and to its correction t)ie attention of Hunt-
ington was chiefly directed. He conceived the idea that, by remov-
ing the rollers from contact with the bottom' of 'the pan, frictional
resistance would be avoided, and, that the wear, of the rollers would
be, thOugh not entirely prevented; 'materially diminished; and ac-
cordiIl,gly he resolved that the rollers, instead of resting upon the
pan, should be suspended above it. But he perceived that the agent
upon which he relied to do the work would not be called .into service
by any manner of suspeilfsion which might at ranuom be resorted to.
It was' absolutely requisite that spme specific ri:teaI;lS should be de-
vised which would assure the application and operation of
ceritrjJ;ugal force,-"means .lor suspending," says the claim, "so that
said rollers may rotate against dieby centrifugal force." Hunt-
ington did not suppose himself to, be entitled to a monopoly of every
mode ,Qfsuspension bY,which centrifugal force might be freely ex-
erted,iri ,a crushing milL Ris object was to so sU!;lpend as to,?,ctuate
that force, and, by its unimpeded toc.ause the rotation of
t4.Yfolls against the ,It was, however, not 'his result, bllt his
Illeillfs. for which he sought and received a patent; and for Ckscrip-
tion'of those means the Claim, in terins, refers to the specification; in
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which we find, 'not merely a suggestion of one embodiment of his in-
ventioIl,but a deliberate statement of the sum and substance of the
inH'ntion itself. "It consists," we are told, "of a pan having an in-
terior circular die around its periphery, and, in combination with
this, of a series of rollers whiehroll against this die; being sus-
pended by vertical shafts turning in sleeves, which have horizontal
journals above, so that the rollers may swing radially. The suspend·
ing mechanism is supported upon a cross or frame which is driven
by a central shaft, and the rollers are thus thrown outward against
the die by centrifugal action." . There is nothing elsewhere in the
patent to qualify or affect this statement, and it is not possible, in
our opinion, to give to its language the broadly inclusive significance
which the appellee would have us accord to it. It may be conceded
that, although "a series of rollers" are mentioned, infringement could
not be successfully evaded by merely removing from a Huntington
mill all of its rollers save one. We do not doubt that for "horizontal
journals" any equivalent hinge or hinging device might be substi-
tuted without departing from the principle of the invention, or that
a suspending mechanism eccentrically supported in some other way
(if that be possible) than upon a cross or frame might still be cov-
ered by the patent; but it is, we think, of the very essence of the
invention that the hinge and the support, whatever may be the form
of either, must be construded and arranged "so that the rollers may
swing radially," and be "thrown outward against the die by cen-
trifugal action." Further on, it is true, it is said that "the vertical
shafts carrying the rollers may be suspended in various ways"; but,
as the option thus indicated is subject to the condition that the
shafts shall be suspended "so as to allow the rollers to move to and
from the center," the effect of this phrase is only to make it more
obvious that Huntington's invention, as he himself understood it,
consisted in his provision for radial swing of the rollers, and for
their being thrown outward and caused to rotate against the die by
centrifugal force.
The views we have expressed respecting the construction of the

patent are conclusive upon the question of infringement. The Grif-
fin mill is unlike that of Huntington, not only in form and structure,
but radically and in principle. It has but one roller, and that is
not eccentrically, but centrally, suspended. Its shaft depends from a
universal joint, and is not supported upon a cross or frame by a hor-
izontal journal. Its roller is positively rotated by the driving pulley,
and not by being brought against the die by centrifugal force. That
these differences are substantial is shown by the differences in oper-
ation which result from them. In the Griffin mill the roller is not
thrown outward by centrifugal action, but would never leave its posi-
tion over the center of the pan if it were not pulled or drawn outward
by a workman. The universal joint of the Griffin mill, which to it
is essential; could not be used in that of the patent. In short, we
have reached the conclusion that, both in construction and in mode
of operation, the two machines are essentially dissimilar, and that,
therefore, they cannot be regarded as being, in the sense of the pat-
ent law, substantially identical. follows that the decree of the cir-
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euit court must. be, and it is, reversed;' and tbecause will be re-
manded to that court, with direction to enter a decree dismissing the
bill of complaint .with COlitS.

crMIOTTI UNHAIRINGCO. lit aI. T. BOWSKY.
,.(ql:rc1l1t Cpurt, S. D. NewYpr/t. June 18, 1899.)

1. PATENTI!l--INlI'BINGEMENT-IMPERFEOT bPERATION. '
WheIJ. the features of the p!ltented are appropriated,

InfrlIJ.geruent fs not avoided by the fact that defendllnt's device works im-
perfectly, oris not so practical as that of the patent. '

), FOR REMOVING HAIRS' FRoM: FUR SKINS.
The Sutton patent, No; 383,258, for: a machine :for removing halts from

fur skins, construed, and held. valid 'as to claim 8, covering a combination
ot which the essential fefl.ture is a" removable, r,evolvlng brush to brush
down the. fur ,and leave the hairs standing ,so as to, clipped orr by the
cutters; and saId claim 'hCZd,lnfrlDged by the device of the Jenlk patent,
No. 557,129.:'" '" j, '. ,

LSAME. I ,

'·The Hedbll.vny reissue, 'No. 11,079 (Qrlginal No. 408,879), .tor a machIne
fpr removing. hairs .fromiur sl.tlns, !1S to claims, 1 and 2, for want
Invention. Claim 3, I,t Vlliid at limited, to the precilile co.n-

structlon sbown; and It nor claim 41s infringed by the device ,of
the Jenlk patent; N6. 551;129.' ' "

This inequity'6y the'Chn,iotti UnhaIringpompanyand
John, W. Sutton again!!t. ,Maxllo'Wsky for, alleged, infringement of
certain patents relati,ng to machines fOJ; J,'eIDoving;tpe pairlilfrom fur
skins. '. i '

,Louis C. Raegener, for _
RobertValeritine Mathews, fordefendarit..

TOWNSEND, District Judge. :F1inal ,hearing on ,uHI and answer
raising question of infringement of the eighth claim of complainants'
patent, granted May 22,1888, to ,John fW. Sutton, and of
the foul' claims of the No. Muy 27,
1890, to Anton, Hedbayny; both being, for !machines for removing
hairs fromtur skins. TheSe machines are more particularly adapted
for seal skins, and of so treating the skins of coneys
that in their completed state they resemble the genuine seal, being
,then known as "electric seal." The sk:ins of such animals are covered
with fur and ,coarse, stiff, hair. To make the: pelt merchantable, it
must be dyed and unhaired. Prior to 1879 this unhairing was done
by hand. The skins were either drawn over a crossbar by hand, or
were stretched by the operator over .his finger; and he then blew
down the fur' so as to separate it frOm the hairs" which were cuto:tf
or plucked out. Patent No. 213,735, granted to Castle in 1879, cov-
ered a machine for cutting off the coarse hairs, so as to be level with
the fur,by means of a revolving comb and cutter. In 1881 the
Cimiotti brothers obtained patent No. 240,007, for a machine for
clipping the hairs in such skins. It comprised a knife-edged hori-
zontal bar, over which the skin tightly stretched and revolved by


